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remember that Balchen himself was a good man at foretelling
weather.
Next morning fog shrouded the island and sea so heavily that
we could see only a few yards. I was almost glad of it. Defeat by
the weather I could accept philosophically and try again. As the
New Year dawned, it was evident that the expedition was over.
There was such a thing as stretching our luck with the pack-ice too
far. We waited two more days. The bad weather still held, and on
January 3 we started to pack up and clear out.
The morning was spent in bringing down to the glacier front the
extra drums of petrol and oil from the landing-field. Meanwhile,
the weather showed signs of clearing. The snowfall had stopped,
and the wind was dropping. When we went up in the afternoon
to dig out the Polar Star once more and bring it down to the ship,
the sky was cloudless. Dr. Holmboe brought the afternoon weather
report. It showed good conditions at both ends of the route, though
there was a probability that thick weather would force an early
landing on the Weddell Sea end.
On an impulse I said to Balchen: "Let's make a try! What do
you say?"
"All right," he answered instantly, and at once began to warm
the engine.
Wilkins insisted that we have a hot meal first. The Primus stove
was started in the tent to boil pemmican and coffee. Jubilantly I
wrote a dispatch for the American Press:
"Flash—Balchen and I took off at seven this evening, heading for
the unknown. The great adventure so long awaited is at hand. The
motor is warming up, and soon its roar will be breaking the silence
that veils the earth's last great unknown, as Balchen and I wing our
way across Antarctica, with the opportunity of all that pertains to
the opening of a continent for the last time in human history."
There was more along this same line. In an hour the motor was
tuned up for flight, and Balchen and I, in Arctic flying clothes,
were in our pkces. This impromptu start was going to make
navigation hard, since I now had no time to work out our positions
in advance, to be checked only by instruments on the plane. How-,
ever, better a little inaccurate navigation than not fly at all. The
hour of the start offered difficulties, too. We had always chosen

